1. Which of the following is not characteristic of Philosophy?
   1. It is useless knowledge.
   2. It is a system of opinions and beliefs of a specific social group.
   3. It is a science, which means that philosophical conclusions can be demonstrated, even when they are related to spiritual realities (e.g., the existence of God, the immortality of the human soul).
   4. It is universal knowledge, which means that it covers all of reality and that there is nothing that cannot be studied in Philosophy.

2. In the run-up to the Brexit referendum, which leading British politician campaigned for the United Kingdom to remain in the European Union?
   1. David Cameron
   2. Boris Johnson
   3. Nigel Farage
   4. John Bercow

3. Identify the misspelled words in this series: exhaustivo, exuberante, ilación, desahuciar, desvaido, oquedad, desecho, rehusar.
   1. All the words have an incorrect “h”, either initial or interspersed.
   2. Exuberante, ilación, desvaido and oquedad are incorrect because they are missing an “h”.
   3. All eight are correctly written words in Spanish.
   4. The following are misspelled: exuberante, ilación (this word does not exist), desvaido and rehusar.